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Chapter 1: Functional Performance as an Aesthetic Process 
 

A year ago (Summer 2016) I received a letter from the municipality of Bijlmer Amsterdam (the 

neighbourhood that I have been living in since 4 years). The letter states that there was a 

discussion regarding the demolition of the parking building and the overall renovation of the 

space inbetween the apartment blocks. Soon after I received it, I received a second letter 

regarding the demolition of the parking lot on the other side of my building, which is an exact 

replica of the building in front. At this moment it caught my attention, I felt like somebody was 

sending me an invitation for a performance. I felt excited since I had received the best seats for 

free. The neighbourhood was built in the 60’s, based on ideas from Mies van der Rohe 

(German-American architect, 1886 - 1969), which was a pure modernistic approach of 

designing a neighbourhood. The apartment blocks are located in a grid format, with open space 

in between them used only for pedestrians. The road is elevated above the pedestrian zone, 

which encapsulates a few blocks together, stating an absolute border between the two surfaces. 

The buildings are ten stories high, more or less 140 apartments per building, one apartment 

located next to the other. Both sides of all individual apartments are connected by a long 

balcony. The view from both sides of the apartment gives me the feeling that I am looking at 

myself. I am quite sure that if I would manage to come quietly in the middle of the night, and 

somehow insert an extremely large mirror in front of both sides of the building, people would 

wake up in the morning and not be able to tell the difference. With or without the mirror, the 

reflection is fixed. The audience are spread evenly in each side of the stage - the front stage, 

and the backstage. Morning, kitchen stage, Evening, living room, bedroom stage. Two points of 

view on two similar and parallel stages. No wonder that most of the neighbours leave their 

window shades down. If I would find myself stuck without the possibility to move, in an ongoing 

performance, I’m sure I would reach the point in which I would prefer to close my eyes for good. 

Since the letter arrived, I recognized increasing numbers of open window shades, curiosity is in 

the air, how will the new scenery look when the curtain goes up? And even better, nobody will 

spare us from the pleasure of witnessing the actual process of constructing the scenery. Even 

more since the process is interactive. More letters came, instructing where to park your car, 

discussing new waste arrangements, safety issues, and even changing the total renovation plan 

now and then. And after over two months of negotiations with the audience, a group of workers, 

built a fence around the empty parking building (morningside).  
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Gladiators are ready to enter. The roads are the territory, the parking lot gained its spotlight. 

They gave us a month to observe the empty parking lot. Obviously there was no way out. Every 

time you went out of the house, down to the street, you were immediately observed. The closing 

down of the parking building, ended any possibility to hide from the neighbours sights.  

 

Evening : Loud noise coming from the stage, I quickly went to the kitchen balcony. A group of 

young men were fighting with each other in an absolutely violent way. The situation was surreal, 

I found myself standing on the balcony together with most of my neighbours. We could see that 

the building in front of us was full of audience members too, which immediately revealed that 

above me and beneath me the tribune was full. The situation was extremely staged, especially 

because the local police station is located 20 meters further, just behind the road. My neighbour 

explained to me that these young groups of men used to perform illegal activities inside the 

parking lots, and that this was one of the main reasons for the demolition. Clearly, it had been a 

long time since they rehearsed in front of an audience. I noticed one of them standing, looking 

toward us, then turning around, and looking at the other building. As if he was confirming the 

fact that we were involved in their act. As we spoke, two police cars raced onto the scene, 

engines roaring, sounds bouncing between the buildings. The living room lights of the other 

building turned on one after the other, pixel after pixel. As if a giant LED screen turned on, 

preparing us to receive a live stream from the scene below. Three guys managed to escape, 

two of them were cornered by the police and pushed into the car. The cars raced out of the 

scene, and it took approximately 6 seconds to reach the police station. The live stream turned 

off. The sound was fading out. We said goodnight and went inside. In the bedroom side, the 

unfenced parking building is still used as a rehearsing room.  

 

Few days later, the demolition starts (kitchen side). One tractor with a crashing claw stood on 

the top floor of the parking building. The claw is biting away the structure, little by little. I would 

have expected to see a wrecking ball, or at least a few tractors taking it down quickly. I was sure 

that the demolition would aggravate the aggressive vibe which the latest incidents had projected 

onto us. But instead we got a beautiful solo, one tractor, one operator, nothing else. Alone 

against the parking lot. Slowly separating it and dividing it to its basic elements. He started by 

digging a hole in the center, then slowly breaking the structure around it, throwing the debris 

gently into the pit. The hole got bigger, as it was being filled with waste material.  
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Two stage workers came with a water hydrant. They assembled a fountain in the middle of the 

hole. The stream was directed vertically, reaching the height of a few floors. The function of the 

water was to collect the dust coming from the demolition, and prevent it from drifting toward our 

apartments. Every now and then, sunlight would hit the water drops which in turn created small 

rainbows. Water gathered in the pit, which created a small pond. The view was pastoral, the 

dance of the tractor together with the fountain that he had just created. Quick, and powerful 

transformation under the spotlight. After another two days of work, the parking lot was 

completely stripped down. A condensed pile of structural metal, a pile of concrete, ceramics, 

electricity cables, bricks, and so on. Well organized into a display. The heavy arm of the tractor 

ceased to move, and was lying there, as part of the exhibition. It was safe enough to go down 

and visit the exhibition, to understand the scale of it, and to look for more details. Unfortunately I 

missed the day when they built down the exhibition. I came back home when all that was left 

inside the fence was a plain sand surface. One worker with a rake, spreading evenly the sand, 

setting the ground for a Zen garden. For more than a month, the Zen garden was left 

untouched. I started a period of anticipation for repetition, another aspect which would reveal 

the choreography between the two stages. Nothing changed in the evening side, it became a 

reminder of a process which we are still undergoing. As audience, participants, stage workers, 

performed stored and unstored behaviours. The memorial on the other side (evening stage) 

which was also doomed for demolition already knew what was about to happen. But surely it 

would be a whole new act for our performance. For the coming weeks, I left my window shades 

down. The renovation is still in process. 

The experience I described is still going on (as of December 2017). And it is a part of my daily 

life. The observing is part of the process that the location is going through. When submerging 

into such an observatory experience, I am asking myself if there is a way out. Is there a way to 

judge or critique an action when the process is undermined? 

 

“On the everyday theatre”, is a poem by Bertolt Brecht, who is one of the founders of the 

theatrical movement Epic Theatre  from the mid 20th century (a movement which acts as a 

response to the political state of that time, just between the world wars). The original poem is 

quite long, and the shortened version I have included is by James Juhl Odendhal . The key 1

ideas that Brecht communicates with his version are properly represented in the shortened one.  

1Odendahl-James, Jules. “Brecht Bytes #4.”  
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“On Everyday Theatre" 

Written during the “Crisis Years” (1929-1933) 

Translator Edith Anderson 

 

 

“You artists who perform plays 

In great houses under electric suns 

Before the hushed crowd, pay a visit some time 

To that theatre whose setting is the street. 

The everyday, thousandfold, fameless 

But vivid, earthy theatre fed by the daily human contact 

Which takes place in the street. 

Here the woman from next door imitates the landlord: 

Demonstrating his flood of talk she makes it clear 

How he tried to turn the conversation 

From the burst water pipe. […] 

 

Take that man on the corner: he is showing how 

An accident took place. This very moment 

He is delivering the driver to the verdict of the crowd. The 

way he 

Sat behind the steering wheel, and now 

He imitates the man who was run over, apparently 

An old man. Of both he gives 

Only so much as to make the accident intelligible, and yet 

Enough to make you see them. But he shows neither 

As if the accident had been unavoidable. […] 
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There is no superstition 

About this eyewitness, he 

Shows mortals as victims not of the stars, but 

Only of their errors. 

Note also 

His earnestness and the accuracy of his imitation. He 

Knows that much depends on his exactness: whether the 

innocent man 

Escapes ruin, whether the injured man 

Is compensated. Watch him 

Repeat now what he did just before. Hesitantly 

Calling on his memory for help, uncertain 

Whether his demonstration is good, interrupting himself 

And asking someone else to 

Correct him on a detail. This 

Observe with reverence! 

And with surprise 

Observe, if you will, one thing: that this imitator 

Never loses himself in his imitation. He never entirely 

Transforms himself into the man he is imitating. He always 

Remains the demonstrator, the one not involved. […] 

  

Our demonstrator at the street corner 

Is no sleepwalker who must not be addressed. He is 

No high priest holding divine service. At any moment 

You can interrupt him; he will answer you 

Quite calmly and when you have spoken with him 
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Go on with his performance. 

But you, do not say: that man 

Is not an artist. By setting up such a barrier 

Between yourselves and the world, you simply 

Expel yourselves from the world. If you thought him 

No artist he might think you 

Not human, and that 

Would be a worse reproach. Say rather: 

He is an artist because he his human. We 

May do what he does more perfectly and 

Be honoured for it, but what we do 

Is something universal, human, something hourly 

Practiced in the busy street, almost 

as much a part of life as eating and breathing. 

Thus your playacting 

Harks back to practical matters. Our masks, you should say 

Are nothing special insofar as they are only masks: […]  

In short 

Mask, verse and quotation are common, but uncommon 

The grandly conceived mask, the beautifully spoken verse 

And apt quotation. 

But to make matters clear: even if you improved upon 

What the man at the corner did, you would be doing less 

Than him if you 

Made your theatre less meaningful — with lesser provocation 

Less intense in its effect on the audience — and 

Less useful  [...]  
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The poem gives us Brecht’s view on daily life scenarios which he uses to critique and re-think 

the theater practice of that time, even more so to express his social political ideas. Good to 

remember that Brecht was a serious Marxist, and that he wrote the poem just before he had to 

start his political exile in 1933. He creates an analogy between the production of theater and the 

exploitation of the labour force’s rights. The theatre production consists of the essence of daily 

life struggles. It explores and looks at the aesthetics of exposure, which opens the door for 

critical thinking and awareness towards our environment. This idea represents the principle of 

Brecht’s "alienation effect" (Verfremdungseffekt ), which is a principle that refers to his innovative 

theatrical techniques. Those include explanatory subtitles or animations projected onto a 

screen; actors who step in and out of character to lecture, summarize, or sing songs; and stage 

designs that do not represent any location, but that by exposing the lights and ropes, keep the 

spectators aware of being in a theatre. The audience’s level of identification with characters and 

events is thereby controlled, and it clearly perceives the “real” world reflected in the drama. He 

is not excluding the production from the theater show, as in his point of view, the show is just a 

part of the production and the audience should be witnesses for that . Clearly Brecht’s practice 2

influenced and changed the conception of theater and he built a stable ground for performance 

art to grow. The way he analyzed and critiqued the theater influenced the way people looked at 

visual art . When Brecht finishes his poem by saying "and less useful" he is talking about 3

socio-political problems. If I were to understand Brecht’s workings through my own perspective, 

I would say that if a work does not take a position towards those fundamental socio-political 

problems (or does not take those into account at the very least) then there would be no use for 

creating the work in the first place. Do not hide or make things unclear just in order to raise an 

interest, include the audience in your process, and if you choose not to, then what exactly will 

they do with themselves. It is at this point that I am asking myself: How does the process come 

across in the field of visual arts? Part of the process of making an object is the development of 

transforming the object (performance) into space and perhaps it is a process which the object 

undergoes by itself (performance). In order to do so, the focus on the research of the object 

needs to be reduced, as the performance of the object itself needs to become the centerpoint of 

attention. If I assume the performative position of the object, the distinction between the 

performer and the object is eliminated. 

2 Speirs, Ronald. Brechts poetry of political exile . 
3 Brecht, Bertold, "On Everyday Theatre" 
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Chapter 2: Procedural Artistic Performance 
 

“ Restored behavior:  physical or verbal actions that are not-for-the-first-time, prepared, or 

rehearsed. A person may not be aware that she is performing a strip of restored behavior. Also 

referred to as  twice-behaved behavior .”     (Page 22) 4

 

“Where do performances take place? A painting “takes place” in the physical object; a novel 

takes place in the words. But a performance [...] takes place only in action, interaction, and 

relation.”   (Page 23 to 24) 5

- Performance Studies (An introduction) 

  Richard Schechner 

 

 
- Performance Studies (An introduction)  

               Richard Schechner  6

4 Schechner, Richard, and Sara Brady. Performance studies: an introduction 
5 Schechner, Richard, and Sara Brady. Performance studies: an introduction 
6 Schechner, Richard, and Sara Brady. Performance studies: an introduction 
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Doing is Showing Showing What You Do Capture it Perform it Do What You Can and Do it 
Now I believe that Still Objects Perform  

 

Until today, the way we think, discuss, and recognize performance has developed immensely, 
and these developed notions merged quickly with almost every field of study and discipline. A 
key point in the development that happened in the 80’s when theater director Richard 
Schechner, one of the main pioneers in integrating performance in other study programs, 
established “The Department for Performance Studies”, which runs parallel to the program of 
theater studies in the New York University . The program was established based on the 7

acknowledgement that performance does not only belong to the theater, but that performance 
belongs to our actions in every category of life, and because of this, the academic discourse 
and research should change. To give an example, one of the first teachers which Schechner 
invited to teach in his program was an anthropologist expert specialised in cooking 
performance. Nowadays there is an increase in faculties using performance as their own studies 
for architecture, science, politics, to anthropology and many other disciplines. Of course 
Schechner didn't develop his ideas on an empty stage. In the early 50’s linguists such as John 
Austin started to use performance as a term, pulling it out from the context of the theater into 
our daily use of language. Austin treats language as a performative condition. He separates 
language into "speech act" and "performance language". Speech act stands for spoken words 
which have consequences that will result in actions and thus makes a physical change in our 
condition . For example only after the preacher’s speech, the couple will officially be married. 8

Performance language stands for the cases in which our speech does not result in a specific 
action, i.e. "such a beautiful day" or even Benjamin Netanyahu talking about Iran threatening the 
existence of Israel. Of course those types of speeches are still a big part in defining and shaping 
our cultures, serving as landmarks in our historical timeline. In the year 1959 the anthropologist 
Milton B. Singer claims the term “cultural performance”. Singer proclaims that culture shapes 
identity, reflects and approves its own values, beliefs, and leaders of different occasions in a 
wide range of cultural performances, resulting in particular cases such as: speeches, 
ceremonies, festivals, dances, and concerts, all operating as condensed structures 
demonstrating fundamental patterns that share similar characteristics like structured timeframes, 
beginnings and endings, groups of performers, audiences, places and circumstances . Singer’s 9

theories started a new way of analyzing and understanding the development of culture. We are 
producing culture, representing it and delivering it by performance. As an example, in the 60’s 
and 70’s, feminist theories and ideologies evolved which resulted in their right to "perform" their 
gender inequality. 

7 “High School Programs.” Richard Schechner ,  
8  Austin, J. L. How to do things with words . 
9  Singer, Milton B. Traditional India; structure and change . 
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These performative developments (which developed during the 20th century, having started in 
the 70’s and 80’s, and until the present), established new notions and marked new beginnings 
in relation to our perception of reality. Those transitions were referred to as the “performative 
shift”. 
And after all that, I can clearly say to myself that objects dead or alive do perform. When 
discussing objects, Schechner distinguishes between (“is performance”) which means 
performance as a defined cultural phenomena (such as the teacher speech, a sports game, 
theater plays, the concert of Beyoncé, the construction workers coming to take down the 
parking lot) and “as performance”, which Schechner describes as:  
 
" - a painting, a novel, a shoe, or anything at all - means to investigate what the object does, 
how it interacts with other objects or beings. Performances exist only as actions, interactions, 
and relationships."  
 

- Performance studies (An introduction) Page 24  10

 
 

By looking through the gaze of performance studies at visual art, we can ask ourselves: what 
does the object do to me, how does it work on me, and how does the work appear before me? 
This is a reference back to the notion of previously described  "twice-behaved behavior". Does it 
apply to the artist and his artwork? When it comes to the “field” of the performance art, there is 
no doubt that artists perform restored behaviors which they collect before and during the 
performance timeframe. All drawn in relation to the artist’s environment, location, experience, 
time and space. The audience meets the artist in his studio. He is performing his process 
(work), and when he will perform the day after, the performance will already go through a series 
of influenced mechanisms, and the repetition of himself and the audience will be conceived 
differently. When looking at art works such as installations, paintings, and sculptures, the 
repetition of the artist is fixed from the moment of surrendering the objects into a particular 
space. From that moment forward the repetition belongs to the object itself, it is "performing" a 
memorial for the artist’s actions and behaviors which ceased to exist from the objects 
perspective. In other words, artworks are means of documenting the actual “work” of the artist, 
The” work” is continuous, reflective, evolving, and defines our culture and surroundings (it's 
happening here and now, regarding any form or product).  The “work” is performance.  

 

10 Schechner, Richard, and Sara Brady. Performance studies: an introduction 
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Exhibiting an Artistic Process 
 

 “The Green Line” is a work by the artist Francis Alÿs, which demonstrates how the process of 

performing the work can be the artwork itself. In 2004, Alÿs walked for several days with a 

dripping green paint can in his hand through Jerusalem. With this gesture he was 

drawing/marking a green line on the path he was taking. Alÿs walked along the so called “Green 

Line” which on the 30th of November 1948, Moshe Dayan, the commander of the Israeli forces 

in Jerusalem drew on the map as the armistice border in an agreement with Abdallah Al-tal, who 

represented the Arab legion and other forces, in Jerusalem. The line was intended to serve as a 

demarcation line. After the Six Day War in 1967, Israel occupied Palestine-inhabited territories 

east of the line . Alÿs’ performative walk is documented on film. Later he asked (amongst 11

others) activists, historians, anthropologists, architects and filmmakers from both sides of the 

conflict to comment on his action.  

 

To illustrate the meaning behind the work: The green line, Nazim Jobeh, an architect from 

Jerusalem answered Alys’ question: “Why is it called the Green Line? Michel Warschawski 

(another commenter) suggested that maybe it was a metaphor for fertilizing the land, an Israeli 

way of making the Desert Green.”  Whereupon Jobeh answers: “Blue would be international. 

Blue would be a typically Israeli colour, so green. I have a philosophy, if I can understand it, I 

never thought about any other meaning, maybe I’m wrong, but I thought the Green Line it 

means the safe line. Green is safety, and peaceful. Behind the Green Line, the desert will be 

green, but on this side, even the Green line will be a desert (Laughs).”  12

 

The documentation of the work, and the conversations he held with the previously mentioned 

groups of ‘commenters’ were exhibited together. For instance, in 2010 at the Tate Modern 

Museum in London, where the commentator’s voices can be heard while the video of his action 

is screened.  The commenters are not only commenting on his artistic act, but they naturally 13

drift into their personal stories and political points of view. Alÿs’ questions are attempting to pull 

back the conversation into the concentration of the work. I can argue that the documentation 

could easily be achieved through text or a single image. By filming the act, he reveals the true 

11Alÿs, Francis, et al.  Francis Alys: sometimes doing something poetic can become political and 

sometimes doing something political can become poetic: The green line - Jerusalem 2004-2005 .  
12 Alys, Francis, et al. The Green Line 
13 Tate. “'Francis Alÿs. A story of Deception: room guide, The Green Line'.”  
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simplicity of his idea against the invisible, (on first sight) yet extremely complicated problem 

which he is "passing  through". He is walking with the cane close to his leg, trying not to evoke 

any big reactions from the people he encountered along the way, and through that, performing 

the silence and the completely unclear consensus that hovers above the "Green line" subject. 

Except from the slides that separate the two walking days, and a short shot of him washing his 

hands from the green paint in the end of the first day, the audience is completely submerged in 

his actual walk, becoming an integrated part of this particular aspect of his process. Giving the 

stage for a duet between the poetic and the political act, he proclaims: "sometimes doing 

something poetic can become political and sometimes doing something political can become 

poetic " .  14

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14  Alys, Francis, et al. The Green Line 
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Conclusion 
 
To conclude, it has become clear to me that objects, dead or alive, carry a performative body. 

Looking at things from the perspective of performance, we as people are performing in every 

category of life, and the objects (art works), contain our behaviours and actions. However if we 

assume the perspective of the works, the difference is partly that they are serving as a landmark 

in the timeline of the artist. This landmark can be shown repetitively, and if the artist will perform 

his process again, it would be evolving. Because by realizing that the performance of the object 

still continues, I can thereby easily exclude the artist (the maker) from the context of the “work” 

(work as action, or work as performance). When looking at an artwork, we should more often 

use the notions of “is performance”, and “as performance”, as we can distinguish the details 

more clearly, and be able to discuss them separately. I believe that objects are more than “as 

performance”, they can (in certain contexts) also include aspects of “is performance”. The 

historical and immaterial condition of the process of performance, is that you cannot desire a 

product when undermining the process’ performance. According to Brecht: “By setting up such a 

barrier [..] Between yourselves and the world, you simply [..] Expel yourselves from the world.”  15

 

This is why I can say that clearly objects perform, because the time and space around them are 

influencing the resource of behaviour. In order to be a part in shaping culture in a positive way, 

you should be aware that you constantly need to be in action. Objects themselves can only do 

what they are doing now , and through this, take an active action in performing our culture. 

Especially in these times where we are finding ourselves as victims of constant visual and 

verbal explosions that pull us out of physical action.  

 

Through writing this thesis I came to the conclusion that having a performance class in an art 

academy is completely wrong, as by doing that, you separate performance art from 

performance. The multidisciplinary aspect of art studies should be the main discourse, 

otherwise it’s like having an art class in an art class. By disintegrating the multidisciplinary 

studies, the art academy is effectively narrowing down the scope of visual art, and separating 

itself from other fields. The artist should be busy in showing their process, outside of the 

parameters of their study, and by doing that, their process will evolve, and consequently have 

an impact both culturally, socially, and perhaps even politically.  

 

15 Brecht, Bertold, "On Everyday Theatre" 
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Nothing changed in the evening side, it became a reminder of a process which we are still 

undergoing. As audience, participants, stage workers, performed stored and unstored 

behaviours. The memorial of the other side which was doomed for demolition already knew 

what was about to happen. But surely it would be a whole new act for our performance. For the 

coming weeks, I left my window shades down. The renovation is still in process. 
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